Thuasne, partner of the Société Française de Médecine Physique et de Réadaptation (French Society of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine)

Thuasne, member of the Pôle des Technologies Médicales (Medical Technologies Center)

Thuasne, sponsor of the "Innovation et Handicap" ("Innovation and Disability") international competition

On 14 October, Elizabeth DUCOTTET, CEO of Thuasne and Matthieu DUCOTTET, Innovation Director of Thuasne gave a prize of €3000 for the category:

HANDICAP DE SITUATION & OUTILS CONNECTES (SITUATION-RELATED DISABILITY & CONNECTED TOOLS) to Antoine NOËL and to Dr Fahed ZAIRI for the ATLAS project led by 2 engineers in Lille; an Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery – CHRU (University Hospital) of Lille; and the start-up company JAPET MEDICAL selected by a panel of experts from the Campus Santé Innovation (Innovation Health Campus) of Saint-Etienne Métropole, made up of representatives of local organisations working for healthcare enterprise.

In the presence of:
Mr Gaël PERDRIAU, President of SAINT-ETIENNE METROPOLE
Mrs Geneviève SORLIN, Head of the Programme for FRENCH TECH in SAINT-ETIENNE METROPOLE ("FRENCH TECH à SEM").
Mr Philippe RUSCH, President of the PÔLE DES TECHNOLOGIES MEDICALES (MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES CENTER)
Mrs Anne-Sophie GOUZY, Director of the PÔLE DES TECHNOLOGIES MEDICALES

Des ailes pour votre santé / Wings for your health
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